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PHARMACOKINETICS

AND POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
by:
Laura L. Boles Ponto,
James A. Ponto,

Ph.D.

M.S.

Universi~ of Iowa
Department of Radiology
PET Imaging Center
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this lesson is to provide information kvolving the unique, mutually-beneficial relationship between

PET imaging and pharrnacokinetics. Specifically, the applications of pharmacokinetics in PET imaging in order
to derive quantitative measures of physiological function and the use of PET imaging as a tool to study the
pharrnawkinetics of specific drugs will be discussed.
as well
~k lwon is &gned w both an intro~ti”on to the interplay of PET imaging andpharmacokinetics
as a roource for PET applicti”ons (eg., receptor agents, clinical and research uses of FDG). The reader is
not expected to be able to apply the models and imaging techniques descm”bed in this lesson, but rather to
know that three mo& and techniques exist and to have available the necessary ref~ences to apply them z~
needed

Upon successful completion of this lesson, the reader should be able to:
1.

Discuss the applicability and use of pharmacokinetics (tracer kinetic models) in PET imaging to
measure physiologic processes.

2.

List common types of compartmental and non-comp~mental
radiophmaceuticals and cite at least one example for each.

3.

Discuss the applicability and use of PET imaging as a pharrnacokinetic tool to assess radiolabeled
drug disposition.

4.

List pharmacokinetic issues that can be addressed in vivo by PET imaging and cite at least one
example for each.

5.

Describe practical limitations of PET imaging in performing clitical investigations involving
pharmacokinetics,
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models used for PET
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Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET), unlike its tomographic counterparts
computd tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ptiuces
functional, as opposed to anatomical, images. ClinicWy, these functional images
represent a mapping of physiological and/or pharmacological processes in vivo,
e.g., blood flow to the heart, glucose metabolism k the brain, binding of a

ph~eutical

(ligand) to its @lc

reeeptor or binding site. Technically, these

functional images are the euhnination of the combination of the utique
characteristics of the positron-emitting mdioph-aceutic~,

the technological

developments which make positron emission coincidence detition feasible, the
refinement of reconstruction algorithms, and the development and application of
wmkable tracer kinetic models.
It will k the purpose of MS paper to discuss the unique relationship
between PET imaging and pharmacokinetics. This relationship is one of mutual
benefit

The strength

of PET as an imaging mtity

is that it produces temporally

and spatially identiable quantitative images expressed in physiologicdy
meaningful units (e.g., blood flow expressed as mL/min/100 grn tissue). This is
the result of the application of ph~okinetics.
pharmacohetic

On the other hand, PET is a

tool which allows one to visualize and quantify processes, in vivo,

which were in the past lit-demore than mathematical cons~cts.
This lesson is designed as both an introduction to the interplay of PET
imaging and pharmacokinetics as well as a resource for PET applications (e.g.,
receptor agents, clinical and research uses of FDG), The reader is not expected to
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be able to apply the models ad imaging techniques described in this lesson, but
rather to know that these models and techniques exist and to have available the
nwessary references to apply them if n~d

The major emphasis of this

ph-cokinetic

discussion will be on the assumptions and limitations inherent in

the formtition

and application of tracer kinetic models. Although the discussion is

centered on PET radiopharmaceuticals, as SPE~
[l~niodobenm-

for dopamine-D2 =eptorsl

analogs (e.g.,
are develop~

these -

concepts will be applicable. In addition, kinetic analysis in mnventional nuclear
medicine is becoming more importan~ Whether it is a standarditi
an oncologic tiging

uptake value for

agent or a mean residence time used for the calctiation of

individual radiation dosime~ for a therapeutic radiopharmaceutical, the same
principles as detied

for PET will apply. The nuclear pharmacist, as the only

nuclear medicine team member with both pharmacological and pharmacokinetic
training, needs to understand the concepts and applications of tracer kinetic
modeling. To facilitate the vmg

n-

of readm, part of the more detied

mathematical explanations and resource materials have been moved to appendices
and operational equations (i.e., the quations actually used in find calculations) are
hig~ghted by a boxed border.

1

Capabilities and Limitations of PET

A positron is a positively-charged electron (i.e., antimatter). Positronemitting nuclides are produced by bombarding target material with protons or
deuterons in a cyclo~n.

The resdting nuclide is unstable (i.e., the nucleus is

4
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neutron-deficient), and therefore, stabilizes through dmay by positron-emission.
The emitted positron travels a fite

distance (statistically defmd by the energy at

which it is emitted from the nucleus) before coming into contact with a negativelycharged electron (i.e., matter). The Positron+lectron (rnatter+timatter)
interaction restits in the annihilation of the two particles and the release of radiation.
This conversion is in the form of two 511 keV gamma (y) rays emitted at 18W
angle tim each other. These coincident yrays are then &tected by the PET camera
or scanner which consists of a ring of detectors positioned around the patien~
The advantages and disadvantages of this modality lie -y

with the

positron-emitdng nuclides. The primary advantages are twmfold
1. The decay process produces the two511 keV yrays which are of
an energy and geometric orientation for optimal detection and
image reconstruction.
2. The major posi~n-emitting
1lc-cm~n,

and

1%-fluti~

conventional nuclear Mcine,

species, IsO-oxygen, 13N-nitrogen,
unlike those utizd

h

are isotopes of elements which

are components of essentidy all molecules of biological interes~
i.e., natdy-occtig

biological molwules, biologically-

relevant ionic species, analogs of biological molecules or ions,
or hgs.
The primary disadvantages stem from the short physical half-lives of these
positron-emitting nuclides (~

Table J ). ~ese half-lives (i.e., 2 to 110 minutes

for the commonly used nuclides

listed

in

Table 1) require that nuclide production,

chemical synthesis, and pharmaceutical quality control testing all be performed on-

I
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site. This is a facilitie~

and labor-intensive proposition=lO. A Pm production and

imaging center requires hth a cyclotron and a dedicated PET scanner. Far less
expensive, but much more limited in capability, are PET centers that utilize only
mdiopharmaceuticrds that are generatm-pduced
commercially available (e.g., flutited

(e.g., *2Rb-rubidium chloride) or

radiopharmaceuticals from centied

production facilities in some geographic areas) and lower-priced
alternatives such as high=nergy collimated SPE~

imaging

cameras or @cidence

carnerasl 1.
An additional disadvantage is that the short half-lives mandate that synthetic
and quality control (Q.C.) components of radiopkeutical

production & limited

to 3 half-lives or less. For example, in tie case of 1lC-containing mmpounds,
synthesis md Q.C. of formulated product must be accomplished in 1 hour or less.
Because of these time constraints, ordy fluorinated radiopharmaceuticals are
potential candidates for centralized @uction

- availability.

and co~

Currently, USP monographs, which ~~e

aS ~OWized

m available for a number of PET radiopharmaceuticals

~g

s~~~?

(See Table 2.). Under the

provisions of the Food and Drug Administration Modernization Act of 1997,
ptiucers

and/or -ufacturers

of PET radiopharmaceuticals

are not ~uired

to

register as a drug establishment or to fle an NDA or ANI)A for a period not to b
less than 4 years from enactment (i.e., November 21, 2001)12. However, all PET
radiopharmaceuticals

must meet USP standards for tie specific agenL when

available, as well as the provisiom in the USP chapter entitled
“Radiopharmaceuticals

for Positron Emission Tomography - Compounding”13.

d
d
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The Use of Pharrnacokinetics

The raw images @uced

in P.E.T

by tie PET camera are three-dimensional

reconstructions of count-rate distributions. These images w qualitative m semiquantitative in nattrre and are @uently of ordy limited value to the
clinician/sciatist.

The transformation into quantitative, functionally-based images

requires the application of tracer hetic

mtiels1415. These models matbematicdly

relate observable components of tie system (e.g., count rate distributions in various
anatomical spaces, arterial input functions) to fictional

procmses. The model

development process is one by which a comprehensive model (i.e., one
inceg

all known, relevant information about the behaviur of the tracer in the

body or mgm of intmst) is tiuced
accomplish

to a workable form14. Model reduction is

through the formulation and application of simplifying assumptions.

For the most p-

compartmental approaches have been utilized in the formulation

of mcer kinetic models in P.E.~.

One-compartment Model:

See Table 3 for representative exmples.

[l~O]Water

* Unlike the majority of authom reporting in the pharmacokinetic literature who we the double
subscript notation (i.e., “Wfrom” scheme) for the designation of rate constants, the PET literatm
U*S

the sequential numbering system. All models will ti reported in this pap

utilizing the

notation adoptedby the developersand asers of tbe particularmodel. No attemptwill k made to
standardizethe notation throughoutthis work.

9
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[150]Water is a mcer utilized to determine regional blood flow. The thmry
behind this application is based on Kety-Schrnidt’s single compartment model for
diffusible tracersl&w. Water exists in the My in *

potential compartments —

the vasctiar space, the interstitial space, and the celluh spare. Because the
tran~

of water, whether natur~y-occuming [l@]water or radioactive

[150]watm, across the capillary wall is very fas~ especially in respwt to bld

flow

(i.e., delivery of tracer), all three spaces can be mnsidered as a single compartment.
Under these conditions, the concentration of [150] water in the tissue of interest is a
function of the blood flow to, and the volume of distribution (or pardtion
coefficient) of, that tissue. Blood flow delivers tracer to the tissue as well as clears
tracer from the tissue. The amount of radioactivity is also reduced by radioactive
d~ay.
Two approaches (i.e., dynamic and static imaging) have been udlized to
detexmine bld

flow from [150]water dam with the choice of approach dependent

on the type of PET data acquired
In the case where dynamic data (i.e., multiple SC-) are acquired over an
extended period of time (i.e., 6 to 10 minutes), the following equations have been
Utilizedl%Z1-n:
\Q*dt

[ ~$Qdt

+ Q(T)] - Q*(T) $Qdt

F=
~Ci dt $Q* dt - $Qdt $Ci”dt

v=

$Q*dt [ 1 ~Qdt + Q(T)] - Q*(T) $Qdt

fC$dt[kfQ dt+ Q(T)]

11
LL

- Q*(T) $Cidt

Q(t) = C(t) V

where F = blood flOW(@rain/g);

Q(t) = total radimtivity
(pWti)

k =M

V = di$ti~ti~

volu~

(&g)

of the ~~~

WG) in the element at dme = E Ci(t) = tracer concentration

blood at time = G C(t) = m

concentration(pCi/mL) in the

element at time= c and k = physical decay constant of the radioactive tracer. All
terms denotd by an astik
hplementation

are decayed-co=ted

of this approach wM:
from dme = Oto r

acdvity in regions of in-t
activity in arterial bld

quantities.
1) measurements of total [150]
2) measmments

of total [150]

from time= Oto T, and 3) assumption that Q(0)= O. ET

is chosen such that Q(T)= O,then the equations borne:
i

jQ*dtfQdt- Q*(T)

$@

F=
~Ci dt $Q*

dt -

L~Q*dt-

fQdtfc$dt
Q*(T)

v=
Q*(T) ~Cjdt
i $Ci*dt-

JfQ dt
When a single static image is acqti

the following equation for tie

relationship between the wtivity in the tissue is utilizedwn:
Ct(t) = f ~(t) @ e-l(~~klt
where Ct(t) = time vatying radioactivity concentration @Ci/mL) in tissue; Ca(t) =

12

specific bld
-ff~cient

flow (mL of blood/mL of wmi.n);

for water (ti

of blq

p = tissue-blood partition

of brain); k = d=ay constant for [150]; and

@ = mathematical operation of convolution. It shotid be emphasized that PET
images are not instantaneous wunt ws,
~te

but rather are the mums de-ed

over a

period of time. Therefore, the determind count rate values are represented by

the integralover the scmning internal (t = T1 to T2). By assuming a tied value of

tissue-blood ptition

coefficient, p (such as 0.9 mL of bl~

of brainn), the

quation:
I

I

Tz

T2

I

~Ct(t) dt = f ~Ca(t) @ e-[(f/P)+k]t dt
T1

TI

I

has only one unknown, f, which can be estimated by using a look-up table or an
analytic relationship.

Implementation of this approach requires: 1) measwment

of total [150] activity in regions of interest from time= T1 to T2; and 2)
measurements of total [150] activity in arterial blood from time= Oto T. By
excluding the fmt 40 seconds of da~ mors wsociated with the blood-be
radioactivity mmponent k mmd

PET data and the differences in arrival time of

an arterial bolus across the various brain regions are minimid.
The latter described approach, known as the autoradiographic method, is
cmntly

the most frquently applied quantitative methodology employed for “brain

mapping” work. In a review of the brain mapping literati

from 1995 to 1998,

80% of the studies specified the use of I.V. bolus administration and 45% of the
studies utilized the autoradiographic method of quantitative ~ysis.
Implementation of this method is technically challenging but has been completely

13

detied

by Hichwa, et al.m. b addition, this methodology has been extended to

examine blood flow in skeleti muscle ‘m, live#l and solid tumorss2.

Two-Compartment Model:
[llCIAcem

[llC]Acetate

can be applied as a -of

mymardial ticarboxylic acid

(TCA) cycle flux3’~ and therefore, an in vivo measw

of myocardial oxidative

metabolism. The disposition of [1lC]acetate in the myocardium afti intravenous
administration has been modeled, empirically, with a monoexponential or a
biexponential function during rest and exercise, res~tively
Q= Ale~l t

Q=Ale~l

t + A2e~lt

where Q = myocardid [llC] activity, Al and AZ = constants, kl and kz =

myocardiaI turnover rate constants for the initial md terminal phases, respectively,
and t = time post-peak activi~~.

The initial rapidly cletig

phase of the

biexponential relationship constitutes > 80% of the area under the curvem. Various
theoretical mtiels have been p~sed
relationshipW2. Because of the ticuhy

to explain tie observed time-activity
in fitting the second exponential with

data available from PET studies, some res-hers

have fit ordy the initial linear

portion of the rnyocardial time-activity curves to derive the mover

rate constanz

kmono~~. The values for kmOnO
exhibit relatively high correlations with kl values
(i.e., r= 0.95)U. The clearance rate constan~ k, hm also been determined using

I

the mean transit time45(See Non-compartmental Analysis: Mem Transit Time.).
Image analysis algorithms have been developed to produce parametric images (i.e.,
images in which the value assigned to a pardcular pixel is tiat of a derived

I
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parameter value (e.g., kl) as opposed to an observed qumtity (i.e., count rate)4s
46
).

Myocardial oxygen consumption (MV@), calculated from the product of
flow md the measured oxygen extraction in aortic and coronary sinus catherized
dogs47,has been related to the kl value by Iinew regression33S. These
relationships det-ed

k dogs have been applied to the calctition

of my~ardial

oxygen consumption in healthy md diseased hurnaus3S%.Both the kl and kmmo
parameter values have also &n related to _

m=ms

of MV@ such as tie

pressure product (RPP)4$a. Rwent work49has Elated direct measurements of
MV@ in humans to calcti

kl and ~~

parameter values via linear regression:

kl (rein-l) = 0.0139+ 0.(K.)41X MV@ (&@100g)
kmom (rein-l)= 0.0197+ 0.0027X

MVQ

(Wmin/100g)

Modif~cations to the model and data acquisition and analysis scheme have
been developed that allow for the calculation of kth myocardial oxygen
consumption and myocardial blood flow with a single administration of only
[llClacetate4z4g.

Three-Compartment

Model:

[18q~uotieoxyglucose

[lsFIFluorodeoxyglucose

(FDG), the most widely studied of all PET

tracers, is a glucose analog utilized as a metabolic tracer, and therefore, is used to
measure tissue viability. This agent hw been utilized titionally
metabolic activity in the brain~ and in the he~l,

m a tier

of

but mm recently, the use of

FDG for oncology has literally exploded52. A comprehensive review of the uses of

15

FDG is beyond the scope of this lesson. However Appendix 1 presents an
overview of PDG uses with relevant citations.
The three compartment mdel utili~

to analyze FDG biodistribution data is

an extension of the model originally developed for [14Cldeoxy@ucose by
Sokolo@3. See Figure 1 for schematic53W. In this model, tie FDG exists in the
plasma as Fl)G and in the tissue as either FDG or as FDG-6P
(fluorodmxyglucow-&phosPha~) with the concentrations of the comp-ents
designated as ~*, G* or Cm’, respwtively. The parmeters, kl’ ~d kz’,
represent the passive and/or active transport from the plasma into and out of the
tissue of interest (which for the brain is msport

-ss

the bld-ti

btier)

and

the parameters, ks” and ~*, represent the phospho~lation and de-phosphorylation
of FDG, respectively.
The use of this worbble model for the calcuhtion of glumse metabolic
rates is predicated on the following assumptionss>ss:
1. FDG kinetic behavior patterns the kinetic behavior of glucose
(G) in that they compete for common wsport
hexokinase-m~ti

carriers and

phosphorylation and that the differences in

disposition can & accounted for by a lumped constant, LC.
2. A compartment model is appropriate because the transport and
phosphorylation obeys first-order kinetics and are homogeneous
within a local region (i.e., ROI or pixel).
3. FDG-6-P is not subject to further metaboli~

except for the

dephosphorylation reaction, and therefore, is trap~
tissue.

16

within the
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4. The metabolism of G is at steady-state throughout the timecourse of study such that the plasma glucose mncentration
remains @nstant and mtimted
5. For both FDG and G, tie -

by the FDG concentration.
phma concentrations and

capillary plmma concen~tions are approximately equal.
The concentrations in the two tissue compartments can be described by the
following equations14Ssb:
kl* k3*
- al)
Ce’ = —[(k4*
a2–al

Cm* = —

e-al

kl”

[e-l

t + (~2 – k4*) e –a2

t + e~2

t] @

a2 –al

t]

@ Cp”(t)

Cp*(t)

where CP* = concentration of FDG in plasma G* = concenmtion of FDG k
tissue, Cm* = concentration of ~G-6-P

in tissue, kl* through ~* are the fwst

otier rate constants, and
al,

a2=

(kj +kj +k~)~

k;+ k:+ k~)2 - 4kjk;
2

.

Since PET imaging can not distinguish ktween the chemical forms of FDG nor
vascti

and non-vascular activity, the quation for the 1~ activity in the tissue Ci*

is:
Ci* =~[(k~’
-al

+k4*

-~~)

e-al

t+

(~2 -k~’

-k4*)e-~2

t]

@ Cp*(t) + Vb Cl)*(t)
where Vb is the vascuhtr volume in the tissue of interest

The FDG concentration in

whole blood is assumed to be qual to that in plmma in MS application.

18

The use of the above quations requkes dynamic PET acquisition, i.e.,
multiple samples of tissue tracer activity (Ci*(t) as a function of time) and
condnuous plasma sampling (~*(t) as a function of time) over the time course of
the study. The kinetic data are &en fitted to the three compartment model for
parameter estimation. The esd.tnatedp~ter

values are then udlized to estimate

the metabolic rate of glucose (MRGlc) for tie dssue or region of interest:
~G1c

= ~

kl* k3*

~k2*

+ kq*

where Cp = plasma glucose concentration and LC = lumped constant
The metabolic rate of glucose (Ri) can also be det-ed

after a single static

image acquisition after w appropriate d.rne,T. This method requires, k addition to
the [18FJactivity at time T (Ci*), a complete history of the FDG mncentration in the
blood bm time= Oto T (~”(t)) and a single plasma concentration of glucose, ~.
The operational equation becomes~:
az

Ri =

kl”
_ al

[ (k4* - ~l)e-alt

+ (a2 - k4*)e-a2q

~C kz’ + ks” ( e-alt _ e-~2t)
az -al

4

@ Cp*(t)

where all parameters are as defied above. A number of mtilcations
relationship have been propos~

inclutig

vtious parameter valuesn-ss, tig
Bayes estimation techniques.
desti~

@ Cp”(t)

to this

tie use of popdation averages for

certain parameter values5g(e.g., ~), and

The sources of error and limitations of the above

quantitative methods as applied to FDG have been reviewed by Alavibl

and by Schmidt&.

19

Three or Four Compartment, Capacity-lidted

Model:

[llC]Raclopride and N-[llC]rnethylspipt?rone
Radiolabeled ligand have been utilized to map and quantify various types
of receptors in the brti, heart, and other organs, both in vitio and more rwently
with PET in Vivo a. Although a number of different receptor systems have been
explored with PET (See Appendix 2.), the most widely s~died, especially that
related to the formulation of receptor-binding models, has been directed to the
dopamine-D2 system. This meptor system has been investigated @marily with
[llCl or [lg~- labeled spiperone (spiroperidol) and its derivatives (N-methyl or
fluoroethylspiperone)wn or with the ben~de
Six components f-tie

mmpoun~ [11C]raclopride74w.

conceptual framework for the comprehensive

mtiel of receptor-bindi.ng14. Thes~ comwnen”ts ~:
1. Deliv~

of ligand to the tissue of interest via blood flow.

2. Free ligand in pla3. Frw ligand in tissue.
4. Non-sp@cally

bound ligand in tissue.

5. Free ligand in synapses or in biophase adjacent to receptor.
6. Speciflcdy bound ligand in synapses or in biophase adjacent to
receptor.
In PET applications, the comprehensive model is gendy
fo~ COmp~ent

rn~el~4*,W,@,71,79,S1-8~.

mncentration of ~er

reduced to a three or

See Figure 2. In these mdels, Cp is he

(i.e., labeled Iigand) in plasm

Cf is the free tracer in tissue,

Cm is the non-specific~y bound tracer in tissue, and cb is the specifically bound
tracer in tissue. These rducd

models are based on three ass~tions:

20
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1. The delivery of ligand to the tissues is independent of bl~
flow, therefore, the bld

flow term can be eliminated. This is

generally the case when kl is relatively small.
2. The msport

across the capillary walls (e.g., bld-ti

barrier) is a frst-order process (i.e., a Musiond
high-capacity cfier

process or a

system).

3. The free ligand in tissue is in equilibrium with the nonspdcdy

bored ligand in tissue.

When the non-specific binding is readily reversible (i.e., k5 and ~>>
and non-sptic~y

k3), the free

bound tracer can be assumed to exist in a common

compartment, Cf (i.e., the free ligand in tissue is kinetically indistinguishable
the non-spectidy

bound ligand in tissue), restiting

from

in the three comp-nt

model pictured in Figure 2.
Although the model is concepti~

in a compartmental f-t,

true compartmental model since k3 is not a true fit-order
parameter represents the rate constant for a capacity-limitti
is a pseudwfirst

The k3

process. ‘1’herefom, k3

order parameter when trace amounts (i.e., very small amounts

relative to the number of available receptom) of ligand ~

compartmental f-is
model is m=

paramet@.

it is not a

present. Mtiough

uwful from a concep~~ ~e@4

the wtor-b~g

accurately described by the series of diffantial

describe tie transfer and binding pesses.

See Appenti

the

equations that

3 for a more complete

explanation.
The binding of labeled mcers to physiologic
the law of mass actionn~g:
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meptors carI be deti~

by

h
[*D] + ~]

~

[*DR]

U
where
[%]

=

concentration of free labeled ligan~ also known as F
(k)

[R]

= concentration of unoccupied receptors

[*DR] = concenwtion of labeled Iigand-receptor complex, also
known as B (bound)
k=

association rate constant

b=

dissociation rate mnstant

which descriks a bimolecdar association followed by a unimolecular distiation.

The affiity of the ligand for the receptor is de~bed

by the KD the equilitium

dissociation consat
~~ = [*D] [R]
m=—
which can be calctiated from the eqtibxium

~

concentrations of the interacting

species or from the ratio of the dissociation and association rate constants, ~ and
ka, respectively.
PET weptor-binding data have traditionally been analyzed by one of two

appmaches71”74’wA1*m$9:
1) D-c
approach
Equilitium

(See Appendix 3.) md 2)

approach.

In the dynamic approach, the compartmental model with the cmesponding
differential quations is utilized. In the equilibrium approach the parameters of
interest in ligand-receptor interaction, KD and B~,

are detied

from the

concentrations of tie specifically-bound (B) and free (F) ligand at equilibri-
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When the system attains equilibrium the rate of association is equal to the rate of
dissociation.

The above expression can &rearranged and re-parameterized to

include the total receptor concentration, referred to as [R]~~ m Bw:
[*DR] =

[*DI ([Rltotal - [*DRI)
KD + [*D]

H “tracer” quantities of ligand are employed, the number of bound receptors is
mathematically insignificant to the toti number of receptors present ([bRJ <<e
m]mti).

In practice, investigators frequently mnsider values of [%R] less than

10% of ~]to~

to ftifdl this assumption.

[%R] =
or

Under this condition, the expression

[*DJ [R]tot~
KD + [*D]

F Bmax
B=— KD+F

and in the linear fBu
B
-=T–
F

B
E

whm B = [*DR] = concentration of labeled ligand-receptor complex, and F = [%]
= concentration of free lakled

ligand. The ~~

a Scatchmd analysis (i.e., a plot of ~

y-titercept = ~

~

gener~Y ~Y*

bYa~~lying

versus B which yields a slope = —
KD ‘d

). A minimum of two data points determined at two different

tracer concentrations (i.e., two separate studies) is required for the determination of
the parameters of interest via this linearized method- Alternatively, the use of a
nonline~ method would require additional data points.
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Receptor occupancy by a therapeutic agent can b calculated by de~g
the chmge in the bound versus free ratio of a reference agent7&W.The th~
underlying this method is that the reduction in the number of available rec~tors is
This relationship can be used to

proportional to tie reduction in tie ratio&.

calctiate the percent receptor occupancy(R):
B*
R=~~ref
- ~drug
L.

1

100

x B*
1
“ ~ref

B*
where ~ ~f = reference mtio with no drug present ad &

I
drug= obs~ed

ratio

after drug treatment. For the doparninergic system, the receptor type, agent and
reference values used are:
Doparnine D2 receptor

[1lqmclo@de

3.04

Dopamine Dlmeptor

[11C]SCH23390

1.96

Results of the application of this methodology are prcsenti

in a later section

@eceptor Binding and @CUl)~y:

Dopamine-Dz Rweptors).

Non-compartmental

Mean Transit

Analysis:

Time

The clearance rate constant ~ cn be calculated using statistical moment
tieory via the determination of mean transit timetisl. Since the drug or tracer
concentration in plasma or a particular tissue can be regarded as a statistical
distribution curve, the f~st three moments (zero, first and second) are the areaunder-the-curve (AUC), mean residence*

~~,

md the v*=

of the me~

residence time (VRT), respectively. These moments are defied mathematically by
the following equations91:
AUC = ~;Cdt
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The MRT is analogous to half-life in that it represents the time for 63.2% of the
drug or tracer to be removed from the wmpartment

For a one compartment model

with IV hlus adrninistiation, the relationship between MRT and L the fist-order
elimination rate constant is:
m
For mtiticompartmen~

systems, measured MRT multiplied by 0.693 is equivalent

to the effective half-life of the drug. The calculation of a rate constant via mean
residence time or mean transit time has the advantages of numerid

simplicity (i.e.,

no nordinear curve-fitting required) and relative robustness when the tits are
noisey.
h the application of statistical moment th~

of the tit

to [llC]acetate, Choi45refem

momen~ the true mean transit time cm k det-ed

even when the

input to the tissue of interest is delayed.
~

J~tCi(t)dt

_ ~~tc~(t)dt
=;l–td

=

~Ci(t)dt

where C, (t)= the tissue mncen~tion

~~C~(t)dt
over time and ~(t)= the arterial blood

is the delay time.
1
-=MRT
1= ?l–~d=
k

concentration over time, and

id
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If mncated data are used, corrections to the above relationships must be employed.
Mean transit time or mean residence time values are also used in radiation
dosimetry calculationsg2.

Analysis:

Non-compartmental
Standardized

Standardized

uptake value (SUV), also refed

ratio, Wferential uptie

Uptake

Values

(SUV)

to as DUR (dose uptake

ratio) or DAR (dose absorption ratio, differential

absorption mtio), is a measure of the amount of tracer taken up into a pardcuh
tissue need

by the dosage of tracer admi.nis-d

The usual equation for SW
‘W

and the weight of the patient.

i~

radioactivity concentration @3qcm-3]
= injected dose Bql
/ weight of the patient [g]

Careful consi&ration must be paid to the units in this equation. If the ROI (regionof-interest) or pixel values are not displayed in concentration utits that inherently
facm in time and fie anversion between scanner measurements md activity, the
duration of imaging and predet-ed

calibration factors must be factord into the

equation. For e-pie,

algoxithm that displays images in PET

a reconsnction

counts/pixel would use the following equation for calcuktion of an SW value:

Sw =
radioactivity concentration I?ET countdp~ell
x Calibration factor (pCi/cc/ct/pixel/s)
Image duration [SW]
injected dose [pCi]
/ weight of the patient [g]

The assumption that 1 Cm3= 1 g is generally made. Alt-tives

to the above

equation have employed the use of lean body rnassw or body surface area~% in lieu
of actual My weight
Although SWs are semiquantitative measures that can th-tically

be

utilized for any tracer that undergoes “trapping” within the tissues, the most
frequent usage of SWs is in the evaluation of clinical whole-tiy
The SUV can be a useful piece of info-tion,

FDG images.

however, a number of factors

influence the magnitude of the SW:
Attenuation correction. SWS m ordy valid on attenuation-comcti
images. Non-attenuation C-images

will inherently have a concentration

gradient dependent solely on the distance of tie pixel from the surface of the body.
For exsmple, the skin appears very “hot” on non-attenuation-~td

images,

essentially oudining the body. (See Figure 3.) An SW caltited

tim a relatively

secial

lesion will have a sietly

larger value than an SW calctited from

a deeper structure, even if the uptakes of tie two lesions are identical. Therefore,
without attenuation correction, SWS should not be calcdati
Patient size. Calculation of SWS using total body weight assumes that
all individuals have the same “normal” distribution of tracer. However, fat tissues
have lower uptakes of FDG and other tracers, restiting in distributions of SWS
correlated not just with tracer uptake, but with subject body weight also. The use
of lean body mass offers a slightly better approach. Almative

ndmtion

schemes that employ body surface srea appear to be the least dependent on patient
cticteristics%

and are the most reliable indicators of actual tracer uptake.
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Figure 3. Example of a clinical FDG study of a patient with a solitaxy puhonary nodtie. “A”
illustrates the differences between attentuation-c~
(left panels) and non-a~nuationa=ted
(right panels) fm sagittal md coronal whole-~y images. “B” illusmtes ~e clinical display
-en
used. All tiogonal views are routinely displayed with and wthout attenuation
comction.
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—

However, the majori~ of clinical research has ken reported using the SUVS
calculated from Wy weight.
Imaging time. For tracers that are completely extracted in a fit

pass and

undergo no redistribution, ody tracer decay will need to be factored into an SW
calculation. However, when an on-going metahlic p~ess

is being imaged, the

uptake, and therefore, the SW is time dependent. Within the acquisition time of a
whole-body FDG scan, tracer concentration will increase due to wntinuM uptake
and phosphorylation and decrease due to decay and in some tissues,
dephosphcnylation. Therefore, within a pticular

facility, standard imaging times

with decay correction should be employed to opdmize the comparability of SUVS.
Generally, ima@g begins no earlier than 30-45 minutes post-injection (slier
brain and later for My ima~g)

fm

and is limited to 90-120 minutes for both

emission and transmission imagin~2.
Plasma glucose levels. FDG is an analogue of glucose which utilims
the same metabolic pathways as glucose. Glucose comptes with FDG restiting in
lower SWS with inmased plasma glucose levelsnss. Thafm,
oncology tiging
fast) to ~

is gen~y

perf-ed

whole-body

in the fasting state (minimum of 4 hom

this competition. Glucose levels should be measured in d

patients prior to FDG injection to ensure that levels are within the nod

range for

fasting (i.e., 60-120 m~dl). Pl~ma glucose levels above 130 m~dl have resulted
in reduced diagnostic accuracy 9s. Diabetic patients must be normoglycemic @or to
the PET study. If the patient has a plasma glucose above the desired level, @sulin
shou~ not be administered to bxing the glucose level down kcause this will force
the FDG into insutin-dependent tissues such as the heart, liver and skeletal muscle.
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Instead, the advisable course is to wait to see if tie plasma glucose level drops
n-y

or to re-schdule the procedure for another day. These ~mmendations

apply ordy to whole-~y

onwlogic imaging where SWs are important semi-

quantitative, adjunctive Mormation to the qualitive image ~ce

in reaching a

diagnosis.
Differences exist in tissues that normally are hi@y metabolictiy active
such as brain and heart. Ishizu, et al.W, found improved tumor-to-cerebral cortex
ratios and better tumor visualization with gluco~loading.
requires insti

Cardiac imaging

to facilitate FDG uptake, therefore, the patient is administered

glucose and/or insuk prior to tracer administration. At the University of Iowa 91
whole-body FDG studies perf~ed
uptie.

in the fasting state were examined for cardiac

Fifty-two (57%) had visualized uptake in the left ventricle &V). The

average whole bl~

glucose level at the time of injection was 74.1 f 23.7,73.2 f

26.7, and 75.2 * 22.2 mg/dl for dl studies, and the subsets of studies for which
the LV was and was not visualized, respectively. Five of the patients had studies
petiomed on more than one occasion. In two of these patients, tie LV was
visualized on one but not the other study. In the two patients in which the LV was
visualized in both studies, the mean difference in SUV was 5.4, with essentially no
difference in fasting glucose levels. One subject did not visualize the LV on either
study. Cardiac visualization on whole-body FDG tiging
unexplained intra- ad intersubjti

exhibits a large degree of

variabilitylw.

Partial volume, ROI and recovery coefficient effects. The
recoverycoefficient is tie fraction of true activity measured or “recovd’

in tie

reconstructed image of an object. The recovery coefficient @C) is a function of the

she of the object, witi objects less tian twice the resolution of the imaging system
exhibiting RC values significantly less than 1. Pardal volume effects refers to tie
fact that tomographic images do not segment along tissue--c
given

pixel is potentially a mixw

lines, but ratier a

of tissues. Again, partial volume effects are

size-dependent- Largw objects are more likely to have a greater number of pixels
that consist of ordy the tissue of interest h

are smaller objects. Since SWS are

generally calctiated for ROIs cir cumscribing a particular tissue or lesio% the size
and shape of the ROI will det-e

the magnitude of the SW.

Since all three of tiese factors influence the SW, carefully drawn ROIS
following the margins of a lesion that is relatively homogenmus and larger than
twice the resolution of the scanner will produce the most accurate and reliable
measurements. Small lesions may appear “colder” (or “how

if it is a “cold”

lesion in a “hot” field) and have lower SWS (m higher) than wotid be cal~ted
for a larger lesion with the same tracer concentration because of tie recovery
coefficien~ partial volume effects, and the mectid

fictity

in creating an

appropriate ROI. The use of maximum, ratier thanmean, pixel values for lesionbased SWS minimizes tie later problem but does not eliminate tie first two.
Fi~e

3 illustrates the use of SW in an FDG study of a patient with a

solitary pulmonary nodtie. Figure 3a is a side-by-side comparison of attenuationc-cted

and non-attenuation ~ted

sagittal and coronal images. Note the

diffmences in the relative activity in tie skin, neck area mediatinum and lateral
aspects of the liver htween the two sets of images. Figure 3b represents the
clinical display format utilized at the University of Iow& ROIs are drawn on
various image sets and the coqnd.ing

maximum SW is displayed in the lower
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right-hand box. The software limits the user to SUV calculations on attentuationc~

images only. Note that on the non-attenuation<-cted

appears to& a “solitary” ntitie,

images the lesion

whereas, with attentuation-c-tion,

the coronal

display shows two separate lesions.
SUVSrepresent useful adjunctive inf@on

in the clinical decision-

making process. However, witi all of the problems (detailed akve) as~ated
with the calcdation of FDG SUVS, their use m bd

and fast criteria for the

differentiation of benign from malignant tissue is unwarranted

Non-compartmental

Analysis:

Multiple-Time/Graphical

Approach

(The Patlak Method)
The use of compartmental approaches for the modeling of PET
radiopharmaceutical disposition can potentially become mnceptually unwieldy and
numerictiy cumbersome. Stice the process of interest frequently is an end-stage
event resulting in an tivcrsible

or nearly irreversible trapping of the ~cer within

the system (compartment), a non-compnti

apxk

time/graphical analysis or the Patlak Meth@ has kn

~own ~ ~ m~tipledeveloped for the evaluation

of transfer conswts through a graphical analysis of multiple time data pointsl”l-lm.
Conceptually, this approach has ~

components:

1. SoWce (generally the plasma)- which communicates with the
other components of the model.
2. Reversible compartments – which consists of n compartments
which all freely cormnunicate with one another (and th=fore
can be considered to be a single compartment), md
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communicates bidirectiondy

with the pla

and, potentially,

unidirectionally with the irreversible component
.

3. hversible

comp-ents

– which consists of one or more

compartments which communicate ti-onally

(i.e., traps)

with the plasma an~ potentially, the reversible component
Application of this rnethd requires the following assumptionsl”l:
1. The plm

represents the sole source of the tracer, the

concentration of which may vw with time.
2. The exchange between the reversible component and the plasma
is relatively rapid md governed by fist-kinetics.

All ~acer

which enters this region can exit ordy by returning to the plasma
or by entering the irreversible region.
3. All tracer entering the kversible

component becomes

functionally trapped within this region. If the tracer undergoes
metaklism within tie system it occurs only within the
tieversible component and pfiuces

a metabolize that is ~pped

at this stage.
4. The tracer, at tie concentration used, does not perturb or alter the
system being investigated.
5. At time= O,the concentration of the tracer in botb the reversible
and irreversible components of the system= O.
The overall uptie rate constant or influx constan~ K can be defined by tie
following relationshiplm:
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~

_
-—

Am(m)
m
fCp(t)

dt

o
where Am(m) = amount of tracer trapped in the system ti ~te
plasma

concentration

compartments
defined
equation

time, ti

~(t)

=

at time = t. At t* the amount of tracer in the reversible

will be effectively

at steady-state

by the nature of the reversible

with the plasma.

compartments.

This tie

is

For time t z t*, the following

is valid
●

where VO=~Ve = relative tition

in the reversible compartments (a constant) x

steady-state volume of the reversible eornp-ents.

Re-gement

of his

equation yields:
>C P(z) dt

W=KO
Cp(t)

—

Cp(t)

+ ~Ve + Vp)

t

$~dx
Am
o
A plot of ~ versus ~
and a ordinate intaept

wiU become a stight

line at t = t* with a slope = K

= (VO+ Vp). (VO+ Vp) is a positive number which defies

the plmma space plus the lower limit of the volume of the rapidly reversible space.
An example of a Patlak plot UM

to calculate the global glucose metabolic rate

horn dynamic [lgFlfluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) data is presented in Figure 4.
The Patlak Method has&n

utilized to analyze my-glucose

utilization with FDGlm, the binding of N-[1lC]methylspip~ne
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to doph-~

2
.-

E
G
E

0

Ua
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reeeptors71-72,the turnover of brain monoamine oxidase with L-[llC]deprenyllw,
and amino acid transport in the human brainl~ and tumor with L[1lC]methioninelw.

The Use of PET in Pharmacokinetics

The hportance

of pharmaeokinetic deling

to tbe analysis of PET-

acqui.reddata was detailed above and related to specfic m&ls/applications.

The

use of PET imaging as a pharmacokinetic tool involves the labeling of the drug of
interest and the subsequent ima@g and analysis of the time-come of tie agent’s
disposition. Because of chemical, physical, and biological mnstits

inherent in

this approach, as described below, applications have been relatively lirn.itd
approach has been employed p-y

This

for receptor-binding Iigands, especially

those that bkd to receptors in the central naous

system and cancer

chemotherapeutic agents.
The use of PET imaging as a pharmacodyntic

tool involves the imaging

and analysis of tie degree and time-course of pharmacologically-tiducd
modifications in fundamental biological processes such as blood flow and/m
metabolism This approach is applicable whenever the pharmacolo~cal or
toxicological effect involves the induction of change in one of these fundamental
processes (e.g., investigations into the effect of az receptor agonists on myocardial
perfusion utilitig
cerebral bld

successive ~Rb dynamic PET studieslm; effect of adenosine on

flow utiliting [150]wat.e#w; imaging of fetihe-tiduced

changes in the serotoner~c system with FDGIWand [150Jwater11°. In contrast to
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the relatively limited application of PET as a pharmacokinetic tool, the application of
PET imaging fur the assessment of p ~ynamics

is essentially an area of

Unlimiti ptential.
The topic of positron emission tomography studies of pharmacokinetics was
reviewed previously by Yarnamoto and Diksiclii. They examined the subject from
a pharrnaceutical transport perspective. In contrast this review will present
reprewntative examples of the types of ph ~kinetic/dynamic
ordy be addresse~

“Imageable

in vivo,

by Pm imaging.

Biodistribution”:

To the ph~

issues that-

General

Considerations

kineticist, the potential of having a labeled compound with

imaging capability represents the potential to ac~ally “see” the hypothesti

drug

distribution. However, to bting this wtenti~ tO~ty,

mu$t

a num~

Of~~a

be met1. The chemical synthesis and quality control testing must be
completed within 2 to 3 half-lives of the nuclide. For [llCl
compounds, this time limit is one hour. For [18FJ-containing
compounds, this time limit can be as long as 5.5 hours.
2. T’helabel must remain a part of the active moiety.
3. The pharmacohetics

of interest must be oh-able

within 2 to

3 half-lives.
4. The region-of-interest (i.e., kinetic “compartment”) must be
larger than the resolution of the scmm
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(e.g., 6 mm).

When the=

criteria can be me~ acquisition of info-tion,

unobtainable by other means, is possible.
[18FJfluco-le

and [lwfleroxti

Examples of the pharmacoldnetics

were detied

Volume V, UsSon 6. Drug delivery, biodistibution
administered hiamcinolone

essentially

acetonide (Nasacofl)

by Babich and CWan

of
in

and kinetics of nasallyand fluticasone propionate

(Flonase@) have been studiti using the llC and IsF-labeled drugs, resp=tively’”
113. In addition, Semle has used whole-body PET images of the distribution

[ls~lomefloxacin

of

in advertising for tieir produch Maxaquin@.

CNS Pharmacokinetics/dynamics
Medically intractable epilepsy is a si@cant
pharmacokinetic as we13as ph~odynamic

problem114.Both

explanations can be hypothesized as

causes of medically intractable conditions. Baron, et al.lls studied 10 subjects, 8
with inmtable

partial epilepsy and 2 non-epileptics, with [1lqphenytoin.

Large

amounts of labeled phenytoin penented the brain nearly immediately with the early
images resembling cerebral bld

flow maps. In the non-affected hemisphm, the

gray matter reachd equilibrium within 20 minutes, but the white matter wntinued
to have a rising concenmtion, even after 60 minutes. The bti-bld
concentration ratios at 50 minutes were 1.37 and 1.06 for gray and white matter,
respectively. These values are similar to concentration ratios observed in tissue
samples acquired at surgery. There was no evidence that n-

ti

regions of

treatment-resistent epileptics bind phenytoin less effectively than non-epileptics.
Since brain and blood concentrations of [llC]phenytoin were well Comlati,
levels of phenytoin are reliable estimates of the brain conceptions
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bld

of the drug.

,

Therefore, in the case of phenytoin, -cal
msidered

to be of a p~kinetic,

resis~ce

to treatment is not

but rather is of a pharmacodynamic origin.

The use of PET imaging in epilepsy has recently&n
Henryllb. Pharmactiyntically,
d~e

the older anticonvul-t

reviewed by
agents are known to

global cerebral glucose metabolic mtes (gMRGlc) as determined by FDG

imaging and cerebral blood flow as determined by [150]waw imaging117.The
degree of rduction in gMRGlc is similar to the side effect Profle of the agents with
phenobarbital (37%)118> valproate (22%)119> phenytoin (13%)lm =
cmbamazepine (12%)121-1=.The newer anticonvulsants have different mechanisms
of action (e.g., GABArninergic) and side effect profdes than the older agents. The
eff~t of these agents on global c=bral

Route of Administration:

physiology has not been studied

I.A. versus I.V.

A titical objective of any treatment regimen, but especially for those
regimens involving highly toxic drugs such as cancer chemotherapeutic agents, is to
maximize the desired responses (i.e., therapeutic responses) while minimizing
undesirable responses (i.e., side effects and toxicological eff-).

One of the

choices which potentially influences this “therapeutic balancing act” is that of the
route of adminismtion.
The “pharmacological advantage” (defined as the ratio of the integrated
tumor/brain count ratios) of 1A. (intra-m)

versus I.V. (intravenous)

administration of two cancer chemotherapeutic agents, cisplatin (DDP) and
cmustine

(BCNU) has been evaluated for centi

newous system tumors using

the [13NJand [llCJ labled derivatives, res~tivelylM1u.
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The intracarotid

administration of cisplatin ptiuced

1.1 to 2.5 times greater tumor-

ratios than

did I.V. administrationlw. Supw-selective Werial administration (i.e.,
administration tiugh

the artery known to be the major tumm-feeding vessel) of

BCNU provided tumor-mnormal brain ratios of 50:1, whereas, I.V. administration
provided ratios of ordy 1.2:1lfi . Furthermore, ratios of tumor [1lq radioactivity
concentrations ktween the I.A. and I.V. routes ranged from 2.5 to 99 (n = 10).
The two highest ratios were associated with the patients demonstrating the most
dramatic responses, and the lowest ratios were associated with individuals
experiencing essentially no therapeutic response.
Similar investigations have beerI undertaken to evaluate the regional
administration of 5-fluorouracil (FtJ) in the frea~ent of rnetastatic liver disease~la . Examination of the short- and long-tern uptake of ti18FJfluorouraci.1 into
metastatic lesions after I.V. and I.A. administration demonstited

thm enhanced

drug exposure through regional adminisntion was only one of the factors involved
in detetig

potential responsiveness to therapy. For FU, preferential perfusion

must also be accompanied by high tumor cell transport and metabolism. Therefore,
defivery of the therapeutic agent, in this case FU, to the tumor is a nwessary but not
a sufficient predictor of response] mlw’lw. The sources of emr in [18F15W
pharmacokinetic analyses were evaluated by Harte, et al.13i.

Receptor Binding and Occupancy
Dopamin&Dz Receptors: Pharmacokinetic/dynamic

investigations rely

heavily on drug mncentration levels measured in accessible body fluids such as
serum, plasma, whole blood, saliva andor urine. The use of these measures is
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prdcated

on the assumption that the concentrations in these fluids reflect the

concentration at the site of action. Whenever the response pattern hrs

the

concentration pattern in the measurd flui~ this assumption is reinfwed.
Whenever an inconsistent relationship is exhibited, the assumption is in question
and a more direct measure is necessa3y.
The mtipsychotic e.ffa of neuroleptic drugs is believed to b due to the
ability of these agents to block central dopamine ~eptom13z133. Unfortunawly,
plasma levels of neuroleptic agents are known to be imperfect predictors of
responselwl~. Therefore, studies u-g
approach to the eh
Specifically, -

PET imaging have taken a mom tit

tion of tie issues smunding

neuroleptic mtment.

issues have been examined with respect to dopamin~z

receptors and neuroleptic therapyn’~m”lw:

1.What
degree
of receptor blockade is induced by clinicaUyadministti

dosages of vtious neuroleptic agents?

2. What is the time-course of ~eptor

occupmcy ad plasma lwels

upon neuroleptic withtiwal?
3. ~

responders and non-responders differ in neuroleptic-induced

receptor blockade?
Using [llCJraclopride, Farde, et al~s studid central dopamine-~

receptor

occupancy in 14 schizophrenic patients who had received a single antipsychotic
drug, at conventional dosages, for at least one month. Receptor occupancy ranged
from 65 to 84% for all agents. In cornpariso~ a single patient receiving
nortriptyline experienced no receptor occupancy. The authors concluded tha~
although all 11 neuroleptics were chemically distinct entities, at typical dosage
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levels each induced a 65 to 85% occupancy of centml dopamine-D2 receptors, thus
supporting the proposed m~hanism of antipsychotic drug action. In

addition, the

single patient in the study experiencing extrapyramidal si& effects (i.e, akathisia),
had the highest receptor occupancy at 86% on a dosage of haloperidol of 6 mg BD.
Mer reduction of the dosage to 4 mg BID, the side effects disa~ear~
receptor occupancy remained at 84%. The authors hypothesis

but the

that the

antipsychotic action may require a lower receptor occupancy than for the
development of extrap@dal

effects or that the two effmts may be mhtd

by

different receptor m=hanism.
Fardew extended tis work to look at both dopamine-Dl as well as
dopamin-D2 btiding by examining medicated patients with both [1lCJraclopride
a

and the selmtive D1 antagonist, [11C]SCH233W. Classical nemlqtic

agents in

conventional doses had dopamine-D2 receptor occupancy of 70- 80% and did not
exhibit any dopamine-Dl wcupancy. Patients experiencing extra-pyramidal
symptoms (EPS) had higher dopamine-D2 receptor mupancies

than those witiout

side effects leading to the conclusion that EPS are related to dopamine-D2
occupancy. Atypical neuroleptics (e.g., cloapine) had dopamine-~

occupancy of

38 to 63% and dopamine-Dl occupancy of 36- 52%.
Smith et al.lw utilized an indirect approach to examine the relationship
between N-[lqmethylspiroperidol

(1~-NMSP) uptake in the striatum and plasma

level in normal subjects and schizophrenic patients treated with either haloperidol or
chlo~ro-e.

in affinity of the [18F1-NMSPfor

The authms found a ~

shiatal tissues in the drug-treated schizophrenic patients as compared to the
unmedicated control subjects with the mgnitude of this d~
@
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directly related to

@

the antipsychotic drug do= (relative to the clinical ptencies of the agents) and
plasma level. The ratio index, a measure of receptor occupancy, approached that
obmed

in normal subjects upon withdrawal of the antipsychotic agent. A log-

Iinear relationship was observed between the mtio index Q) and haloperidol plasma
levels (x):
~2= 0.7432.

y = 1.974 e~.~ti

Utilizing a more direct approach, Farde et al.m examined the serial mptor
occupancy versus serum drug level upon drug withdrawal in three of tie patients
descri~

above. Inpatients treated with sdpiride (600 mg BID) and haloperidol (6

mg BID), the r-eptor wcupancy remained essentially unchanged at approximately
65% and 85%, respectively, after 27 and 54 hours of wash-ou~ even though the
serum drug levels had declined to approxtitely

25% of initial levels. The third

patient underwent step-wise dosage reduction from sulpiride 800 mg BID to O
mg/day. The -ptor

occupacy exhibited a c-ear

e

relationship to total daily

dose whereas the serum level exhibited a Iinearrelationship. The authors concluded
that the hypetilic

~

of the occupancy curve ~plained why major changes in

drug concentration resdted in ordy minor changes in the receptor occupancy.
Furthermo~, they stated that PET imaging maybe a methti by which minimum
individud dosages maybe defined which ~vide
antipsychotic effects but mini~

adequate receptor -upancy

for

the potendal for adverse effects.

Although the ahve studies support the concept of a receptor occupancy response relationship, additional factors may be involved in sctiphrenic

response

to antipsychotic therapy. Wolkin, et al.in examined the doparnine-D2 bloc~e
using [lgF’j-NMSP in two biological subgroups of schizophrenics, responders and
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non-responders, treated with a maximum of 100 m~day of halo~ridol (minimum
plasma level =10 ng/mL) for four m six weeks. Comparable levels of hdoperidolinduced receptor blockade were found between responders and non-respotims.
The authors concluded, therefore, that non-reswnse ~ th~PY ~Y not n~es@Y
be caused by inadequate levels of drug in the central nervous system. hste~
responders and non-responders may potentially differ in the pathophysiology of the
schizophrenic symptoms and not in the pharmacokinetics of antipsychotic drug
disposition.

Mu-opiate

receptors:

The mu-opiate receptor system has been

investigated with the opiate agonist, [1lC]carfenti13$lw.

Just as with the

neuroleptic agents, simi.htrquestions regarding degree of receptor blockade and the
time-course of wcupancy versus plasma levels cm be examined with PET.
Naltrexone, an orally administered opiate receptor antagonist is utilized in the
treahnent of narcotic dependency states. Based on [llC]carfen@

time-activity

curves, tie mean percentage blwkade of the mu-opiate receptors at 48,72, 120,
and 168 hours post-administration of50mgnaltrexonewas91,

80,46 and 30%,

respectively141.Although naltrexone and its majm active metabolize, bta-naltrexol,
have appmnt plasma half-lives of approximately four and Nelve hours,
respectively, the effdve

half-life of receptor wcupmcy wm esdmated to & 72 to

108 hours. Thus, the hti-time for return to baseline opiate receptor uupancy
corresponded more closely with the estimated h~-life of the terdary, terminal phase
of the plasma-time activity cmve (i.e, 96 hours) and the tie-course
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for inhibition

of the physiologic and subjective effwts of heroin (i.e., 72 hours) 14~”142
than it did
with apparent plasma half-lives.

Toxicodynamics:

Alcohol

Alcohol is a drug with a significant potential for toxic effects. Vokow, et
al.14*1ahave studied the toximkinetic/dynamic effmts of alcohol in normal subjects
(Le., social drinkers) and in alwholics with PET imaging. The effects of low (0.5
@g)

md moderate (1 gin/kg) alcohol dosages on cerebral blood flow in noxmal

subjmts were investigated with [150]wate#43. Scans were performed at baseline
and at 40 and 60 minutes post-alcohol ingestion. The restits of these scans wcompard to blood alcohol levels, subjwtive measures of intoxication, and scores
on a fine motor cwrdination exa.mination. Although there were no changes in heart
rate or bld

pressure, subjective measures of intoxication (i.e., “relaxing effect”,

increased talkativeness, euphofi) started at approtitely

20 minutes and pe~ed at

50 minutes post-administration. All of the subjects expe.tienced imptients

in he

motor coordination at the moderate dosage level. After alcohol consumption, a
significant relative reduction in bld
increase in bld

flow to the cere~llum ucurred with a relative

flow to the prefrontal and the right temporal hces.

effects were recded

The largest

at the 60 minute scan when the blood alwhol levels were the

highest (i.e., low: ~ = 0.044 mg%, moderate: X =0.087 mg%). The decreases
in blood flow to the cerebellum were consistent with tie observed disturbances in
he motor coordination. The increased blood flow to the prefrontal and temporal
cortices was believed to k related to the obwed
authors concluded that the sensitivity of tie cakllar
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general mood activation. The
blti

flow to the eff~ts of

alcohol COUM
possibly explain the high incidence of ataxia during alcohol
intoxication. Furthermore, the cere~

v-active

response to alcohol could pose a

possible explanation for the higher incidence of stroke in “binge” drinkers.
The effect of moderate dosages (1 @g)

of alcohol on regional brain

glucose transport and metabolism ww studied in normal subjects and in alcoholics
using ~G 14. Although there were no si~cant

effects on pC02, p@, or plasma

glucose concentrations the alcohol administration res-dted in a si~cant

reduction

in brain regional metabolism in wrtical areas and cerebellum with relative sparing of
the basal ganglia and corpus cdosum.

The pattern of decreased metabohm

reflected the known distribution of benzodiazepine receptors. Examination of the
kinetic p~eters

reveald that the decreased metabolism stemmed tim an

alteration in kq (phospho~lation rate) and not from al-tions

in either kl or kz

(transport into and out of the braiz respectively). me alcoholic patients
experienced a greater d~

in the bmin glucose metabolic mte than that

experienced by the normal subjwts. The authors hypothesized that this finding may
be the restit of an increased sensitivity of the k~pine/GA13A

receptor

complex in chronic alcoholics.

Influence of Enantiomeric

Forms

Drugs that possess an asymmetric carbon atom exist in enantiomeric fm.
If the asymmehic carbon is located in a critical area of the molecule (i.e., functional
site), the enantiomeric form will influence the corresponding process (e.g.,
transport, metabolism receptor binding) lti . All processes that depend solely on the
chemical na~

of the molecde (e.g., passive diffusion) are ~lieved to remain
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—.

unchanged.

Nah.u-al prtiucts

Synthetic @ucts,

genendly exist in the active enantiometic form only.

on the other hind, gendy

exist as racernic mixtures, unless

specKlcally putified
The enantiomeric form of radiophatmaceuticals
tiging.

is impotit

in PET

Inactive enantiomms have played a role in the charactition

Specific binding in PET receptor-binding
assumption that all dispositional factm
foxms, with the exception of the spe

of non-

studies ‘~ . Their use is predicated on the
are identical between the enantiorneric
binding component

In some cases,

however, various dispositional processes may be influenced by enantiomeric

fom

The examples of PET imaging in the study of the disposition of nicotine and
cuaine,

both natural ptiucts

and potent central nmous

system stimuhts,

are

presented below.

Nicotine. The unnatural (+)-(R-) and the natural (-)-(L-) foa
nicotine, labeld

of

with [llC!l, have been utilized to visualize nicotinic ~tors

brain~W14*.After I.V. administration to humans, the [llq

in the

activity peaked in the

arterial plasma at 2 minutes and in the brain at 4-6 minutes. Plasma levels did not
differ between the (+) and (-) fores within individuals, but the steady-state plasma
levels did differ betwmn smokers and non-smokers (i.e., slightiy higher for
smokers). By the end of the imaging periti (i.e., 54 minutes), 25% of the (+)
foxrn had been metabolized to [llC]cotinine, whereas only 15% of the (–) form
appeared w the metabolize. Recent studies indicate that this metabolize does not
cross the blood-brain barrierl~. In the brain, the regional distributions of activity
resultig from the administration of the (+) and (-) enantiomers were similar, with
highest accumulations recorded in the cortical d
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subcortical regions, and the

lowest in the pens, cerebellum occipital cortex and white matter of centrum
semiovale. ~stributiond
nonsmokers. The (+) fm

diffmnus

were ob~ed

between smokers and

exhibited a lower peak and a slower decline in activity

during tie time-course of the study than did the (-) form. The authors
hypothesized that these differences were due to different binding profiles of the
enantiomers to the nicotinic receptor% and not a complete lack of affinity to the
receptor by the unnatural enantiomer.

Cocaine: [llqCoctie

has&n

util~ed to map the ~aine

binding sites

in the human brain~49.After LV. administration, [llC] activity peaked in tie brain,
specifically tie corpus stia~

between 4-10 minutes and then ~lined

tl~ of 25 minutes. This pattern pdeled
euphoria Jn an eff’

with a

tie time-course of =aine-induced

to characterize the non-specific binding, tbe inactive (+)

enantiomer was labeled with [llCJ, but when administer~

resulted in no visible

brain uptakelm. Since the transport of cocaine into the brain is not believed to be
stereoselective, alternative explanations were sough~ It was found that by 30
seconds post-administration, plasma levels of the (+)cocaine were undetectable. In
vitro work found that the (+)coctie
methyl ester by butyrylchohesterase.

was hydrolyzed primarily to (+)ecgonine
This enzyme metabolizes the (+) form 2,000

times faster than the (-) form of cocaine. Therefore, the diffmnce in metabolism
appears to be a major factor for the distribution differences observed between the
enantiomeric forms of cocaine.
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Conclusion
It k

been the purpose of this review to acquaint the reader with the

uniquely ptiuctive

relationship between phaxmacokinetics and PET imaging. The

fomer provides tbe necessary tools fm image quantitation in the lattw, and the
distributional inf~tion

latter provides non-invasive,

in vivo

address some of the tificdt

questions co~ndng

necessary to

investigators in the fomm.

PET imaging has developed into both a tool for and an applicadon of clinical
pharmacokinetictidynamics in the 1990s md &yond.
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